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the number one bachelor's degree in business and management!

since 1990 
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The 3 core values of ICN
Openmindedness Commitment Team spirit

Secure your future by studying at 
an elite business school 

ICN Bachelor SUP'EST ranks as one of France’s top three 
bachelor's degrees (Le Parisien Étudiant), and is number one 
in the Grand Est region!
This highly-regarded degree is the essential passport for your 
future career in business and management. With the ICN 
Bachelor you will learn the fundamentals of management 
(economics, law, IT, accounting, management, etc.), key sales, 
communication and marketing techniques, and acquire a solid 
general education.
These are invaluable tools for your future career.

WHY ENROL ON THE ICN BACHELOR SUP’EST 
PROGRAM?
• Benefit from a faculty of highly 
   qualified permanent teaching staff ,
• Enjoy the services of an elite business school: 
   Careers and Internships Office, International Relations    
   Office, as well as student support services, 
• Add a professional dimension to your studies: 
   up to 16 months of practical experience in a company; sit in 
   on lectures and seminars given by experienced professionals 
   from the world of business.

BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS:
• Explore the economic environment of China, 
   during an individually tailored study trip to the country (one 
   semester in the third year), or Germany by completing a 
   year in Nuremburg (first year), with classes taught in English
• Benefit from a culturally diverse environment by pursuing
   your third year of studies in Nancy with international 
   students (classes taught in English)
• Immerse yourself in a different culture by spending six    
   months or a year in one of our international partner 
   universities.

Welcome to ICN Business School!

Cover
WestWood Works rugby team,
UK, 1940 - 1959

Associated with the University of 
Lorraine.

Member of the management chapter 
of the Grandes Écoles Conference. 

ICN Business School has earned 
the prestigious EQUIS and AMBA 
international accreditations, and 
represents the benchmark for ‘Grandes 
Écoles de Management’ elite business 
schools. EQUIS validates the school’s 
overall plan and strategy, while AMBA 
focuses on the quality of its MBA 
program.

ICN obtained EESPIG (Public Interest 
Private Higher Education Institution) 
certification on 8 June 2016.
Published in the Official Bulletin on 7 
July 2016. 

Approved by the French Ministry 
of Higher Education: ICN Business 
School’s bachelor's degree, ICN 
Bachelor SUP’EST has been approved 
by the French Ministry of Higher 
Education and Research.
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ICN key figures

· 15 databases 
including 
Bloomberg, Ebsco 
and ABI Proquest 

8 locations

· metz, nancy AND paris france
· NUREMBERG AND berlin Germany
· chengdu AND shanghai chinA
· dakar senegal

· 3,000 students, 
38% of whom are 

from overseas

· 70 permanent 
professors  and 
20 associate 
professors

· a 90-strong team 
of administrative 
staff

· 88% of the faculty 
hold a PhD and 
50% are from 
overseas 

· 300 professional 
experts

· 129 partner 
universities

worldwide

· 13 000 graduates 

· 30 years
of developing a 

range of soft skills

· 47 STUDENT  
ASSOCIATIONS

• 11 international
double degrees 

• 87,5% of graduates find a job 
within four months with 37.5% doing 

so before graduation

• 93 partner universities in 44 
countries

(2017 ICN Employment Survey)

bachelor’s 
degree program 

figures
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NANCY, France

With almost 48,000 students (one in six 
residents!), Nancy has everything it takes 
to make student life easy: free access 
to a vast array of museums and sports 
facilities, an efficient public transport 
system, numerous university residences 
with accommodation costing less than 
many major French cities. It also has a 
vibrant night-life, with a wide selection 
of concerts, bars, and clubs, right in the 
heart of the city! Situated just 1 hour 30 
minutes from Paris, Nancy has preserved 
its Art Nouveau heritage. Place Stanislas, 
Place Carrière, Place d’Alliance, and the 
Palais du Gouvernement are all included 
on UNESCO’s World Heritage List.

METZ, France

Close to Germany, Luxembourg, and 
Belgium, Metz is proud of its prime 
location at the crossroads of Europe. The 
city has embraced emerging technology 
and boasts several elite schools – including 
ICN Business School – while its tech 
hub is home to numerous company 
headquarters. The fast-growing area 
around the train station houses the 
Centre Pompidou-Metz, inaugurated in 
2010, and its modern art collection and 
the new Muse shopping centre. These are 
joined by a business district housing the 
headquarters of the Caisse d’Épargne 
Lorraine Champagne Ardenne. Metz also 
has a rich heritage, with one of Europe’s 
finest displays of Gothic architecture, and 
over 470 hectares of green space.

NUREMBERG,
germany
Nuremberg has a population of over half 
a million and is both Bavaria’s second city 
and the largest urban centre in Middle 
Franconia, a region renowned for its 
nature, history, architecture, and wide 
array of cultural events.
The charm of its picturesque medieval 
architecture, paired with its modern vibe 
and economic, industrial, and technological 
prowess, make Nuremburg one of southern 
Germany’s key cities.
The ICN campus is a short walk from the 
historic centre, so in just a few minutes you 
can enjoy Nuremburg’s finest sights and 
events, including its famous Christmas 
market.

1 bachelor's degree, 3 campuses
Situated at the crossroads of Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Germany, and France, ICN Business School is ranked among 
the top business schools internationally. It is surrounded 
by the world’s 20 strongest economies by GDP (source imf).

Why study in Lorraine?
• Accommodation is very affordable.
• It has an excellent public transport system.
• It boasts hundreds of museums, concert halls, arts and culture venues, and much else 
besides.
• Most of the sports facilities are free of charge for students
   (swimming pools, tennis and badminton courts, etc.).

ICN Business School’s network of international 
partner universities is one of the biggest and 
most dynamic in the group of French Schools of 
Management. Thanks to this network, the School is 
able to offer an academic study visit abroad to every 
student who wishes to do so, and also welcomes many 
foreign students Into its courses on its 8 locations.

129 partner universities
29 international double degrees

1140 international students
50% of professors  

from other countries

INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE DEGREES

• Europa Universität Viadrina Frankfurt –  Frankfurt Oder / Germany
• Westfälische Wilhelms –  Universität Münster / Germany
• China University of Geosciences - Wuhan / China
• Hanyang University Business School - Seoul / South Korea
• Kyungpook National University, School of Business - Daegu / South Korea
• Universidad Francisco Marroquin- Guatemala / Guatemala
• Nagoya University of Commerce and Business - Nagoya / Japan
• Economic Academy G. Plekhanov – Moscow / Russia
• Linnaeus University – Vaxjo / Sweden
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" My two-month internship with Sandro in 
Luxembourg City was a practical, hands-on 
experience of the working world. 
I found out what it was like to work in a 
company and be confronted with real-life 
work situations. I was assigned numerous 
tasks including advising clients and 
assisting with merchandising. 
This initial internship also gave me first-hand experience of working in a retail 
environment, making it easier for me to plan my future career. It helped me to apply 
the theoretical knowledge I had acquired in my first-year classes, and I made lots of 
contacts in sales which might prove useful in my career. 
The internship was a great chance to broaden my professional experience. I think it is 
an essential step for any student. "
 Lucie, second year student

" Being reappointed as President of ICN Concours Négo in 2017 was both a challenge 
and a source of pride. I had to learn how to manage and steer a team to successfully 
meet all of our targets: organizing the CV workshop for first-year students and 
the “Sales Challenge”, where students compete for a place in the world’s largest 
Francophone sales contest, Les Négociales. None of this would have been possible 
without the dedication shown by our mentor and the rest of my team. The role 

of President gave me a better understanding of the business world and the professional relationships that exist between an 
association and its partners, regardless of whether they are on the board, or are sponsors, or patrons.
Looking back, I realize that it helped me become more mature and professional, qualities that I have applied daily ever since."
 Axelle, second year student
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take an active 
role in designing 
your study path

first year second year
Acquiring the fundamentals of management consolidating knowledge and skills

Metz, Nancy or Nuremberg campuses Metz, Nancy or Nuremberg campuses

semester 1
• Quantitative Methods and Accounting   
   Environment
• Economic and Legal Environment of the 
   Firm
• General Culture and Corporate Culture
• Marketing – Sales
• Communication, Foreign Languages and 
   Personal Development, Foreign language 
   1 English, Foreign language 2 (Spanish, 
   German, Beginner's Chinese), TOEIC 
   preparation

semester 2
• Quantitative Methods and Accounting 
   Environment
• Economic and Legal Environment of the 
   Firm
• Marketing – Sales
• Communication, Foreign Languages 
   and Personal Development, TOEFL 
   preparation

Subject to change.

semesteR 1
• Economic and Legal Environment of the Firm
• Financial Environment of the Firm
• Marketing – Sales
• Foreign Languages
• Discovering the Company

semestER 2
• Economic and Legal Environment of the 
Firm
• Marketing – Sales – Logistics
• Communication and Personal Development
• Foreign Languages
• Discovering the Company: Student 
   Association Project or Business Project 
   (One day per week) 

Subject to change

SEMINAR
PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Objective: Understanding yourself 
and your personality, developing 
creative thinking.

internship
• Discovering the world of business: 
   practical internship

internship 
• Business  or Marketing internship
• Practical application of the lessons 
   taught in class and a focus on the 
   commercial aspects of the different 
   roles within a company

THE ICN BACHELOR
ASSOCIATIONS

•  Student's Union Office 
•  Student's Sports Office 
•  ICN Bachelor Promotion
•  ICN Concours Négo
•  ICN Dakar
•  ICN Memories
•  ICN Metz Connexion
•  ICN Orientation Network
•  Open Mind

PROGRAM TAUGHT IN ENGLISH ON THE NUREMBERG CAMPUS
(FIRST AND SECOND YEARS)



INTERNSHIP

INTERNSHIP

" When I arrived at Bloomsburg University in Pennsylvania, I found myself immersed in a 
truly American-style campus experience complete with students lounging in hammocks, 
gyms, row after row of basketball courts, football fields, tennis and volleyball courts, 
and more. I met fellow students, who included Americans, Germans, Belgians, Russians, 
Spaniards, and Chinese. I began to make friends and we settled into campus life. Some 
students took courses in finance, while I studied graphic design. We would eat lunch 
together in in the cafeteria, meet for coffee in the library's Starbucks, and maybe go 
for a dip in the pool before heading out for the evening. We explored the East Coast 
together: New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, and Canada. I have nothing 
but great memories. Then suddenly there were only a few months left. I felt a sense 
of independence and freedom, something you gain from studying abroad. A sense of 
freedom. The freedom to be yourself, but somewhere else."
 Caroline, third-year student
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third year

further study at ICN

skills enhancement and 
international experience

à la carte program

ALL STUDENTS MUST SPEND TIME 
IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY
(internship and/or study at an international partner university)

OPTION 1

IMPROVING SKILLS
+

SPECIALIZING

Program taught in French on 
the Nancy campus

BACHELOR'S DEGREE THESIS

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE 
+

SPECIALIZATION
OR INTERNSHIP

ENGLISH
TRACK

Program taught in English at 
the Nancy campus

INTERNATIONAL
DOUBLE DEGREE

11 double degrees available, 
see list on pages 6-7

OPTION 3OPTION 2 OPTION 4

semestER 1
FROM September

to December

• General core courses

semestER 2
from January

to March

PROFESSIONALIZATION
MODULE

SELECT ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING FIELDS:

• Banking and Insurance
• Commercial Communication

• International Affairs

FEEDBACK AND ASSESSMENT 
SEMINAR

Objective: a critical look at the 
last three years of the course. 
The seminar takes place in a 

culturally diverse setting and the 
faculty will also participate. MANAGERS AS CREATIVE 

THINKERS SEMINAR

semester 1
FROM September

to December

• Study at an international 
partner university

semestER 2
from January

to March

semesters 1 and 2
FROM September

to may

• General core courses

semesters 1 and 2
FROM September

to june

• One year spent at an 
international partner university 

to obtain a double degree

ICN Master in Management
Program in general management with 15 specializations to choose from, 32 double 
degrees with IAE Nancy or Metz, and 18 international double degrees, including one 
triple degree, with international partner universities.

ICN MSc in International Management - MIEX
A program characterized by a strong international dimension, with seven renowned 
campuses worldwide where you can study for a double or triple degree.

ICN MSc in Luxury and Design Management
The first program taught as part of the Artem Alliance (with Mines Nancy and the 
Nancy School of Art), this course takes an interdisciplinary look at the world of luxury 
goods.

ICN MSc in Marketing and Brand Management
Major in how brand management can be applied to meet the challenges faced by 
major multinationals.

ICN MSc in Finance, Insurance and Risk Management
A course that prepares you for employment in the fields of finance and insurance, 
either in the public or private sector, with alternate periods of study and work. ICN is 
one of the few schools to offer an MSc in this field.

ICN MSc Management Numérique
Train to become a manager at a leading French or international digital company.

ICN MSc Logistique et Transport à l’International
Become a future manager specializing in the field of transport and logistics within a 
major international company.



finding 
accommodation in 
Nancy and Metz is 

easy, with plenty of 
studio apartments 

available and an 
average rental cost 

of just €380 per 
month (as of June 

2016)!

SCHOLARSHIPS
For more information, please contact the 
registration office
inscriptions@icn-artem.com
ou vous rendre sur le site
or vis it  icn-artem.com

• • ICN study scholarships
ICN awards a scholarship through its Social 
Affairs Committee and Endowment Fund. 
These scholarships are based on financial 
means, and successful applicants must 
comply with a scholarship agreement.
• CROUS scholarship
• Erasmus + scholarships
• Bourse de la Région Grand Est – 
International Mobility Assistance 
scholarship
• AQUARIUS ® scholarship
• Franco-German Office for Youth  
(OFAJ) scholarships

PARTIAL EXEMPTION OF ICN 
TUITION FEES
Social fund that provides special 
assistance to ICN students who face 
regular financial hardship during their 
studies.

INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED
PAYMENT INSTALLMENTS
Option to extend the instalment plan and 
thereby reduce monthly payments.

BANK LOANS
Partnerships with three banking 
institutions:
• Caisse d’Épargne
• Banque Populaire Alsace
   Lorraine Champagne
• CIC Est

ICN AT YOUR SIDE
The ICN’s Center for Personal and 
Professional Development brings 
together a host of activities 
geared towards student personal 
development (seminars, student 
associations, personal and 
professional tutorial guidance). 
It is one of the school’s historical 
strengths.

ICN SEARCH PLATFORM
Use our platform to search for 
accommodation in France or on 
international campuses: 
housing. icn-groupe.fr

UNIVERSITY RESIDENCES
Listed on icn-artem.com

MGEL Logement
Manages two residences as well as 
providing members with offers from 
private landlords and real-estate agencies.

CAF
You can apply for Aide Personnalisé au 
Logement personalized accommodation 
assistance or Allocation de Logement 
housing benefit from the French family 
allowances fund (CAF) in Meurthe-et-
Moselle or Moselle.

CROUS
A housing scheme known as the Dispositif 
Caution Locative Étudiante (CLÉ) 
provides housing without the need for a 
personal guarantor.

financial support Guidance Seminars

associations

Accommodation
TUTORING
From day one of your studies, an ICN permanent faculty member will be allocated to 
you, and will become your personal academic tutor and point of contact. You can ask 
your tutor questions about your subject choices, and he or she will also be on hand to 
support you during your internships.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
If you would like to gain a better understanding of your strengths, develop your skills, 
or fine-tune your career path, the school also offers the services of a psychologist. With 
help from a range of tools (interviews, vocational tests and personality tests, etc.), he or 
she can help you make the right decisions about your future career path. 

COACHING SESSIONS
In addition to the career guidance services mentioned above, ICN and its School of 
Coaching offer students a number of coaching sessions.

CROUS STUDENT LOAN
• Guarantee fund that allows certain 
banks to issue a maximum loan of 
€15,000.
• Conditions: available to French or EU/
EEA citizens under 28 years of age.

INTERNSHIPS
• During your internship, earn up to 
€8,900 over the course of your studies. 

STUDENT JOBS
• Visit jobaviz.fr

FRENCH EMBASSY 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
• Check with the French embassy in your 
home country

1/ TOP NOTCH GUIDANCE 2/ day-to-day student life
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The seminars are a source of personal 
and professional enrichment: finding out 
who you really are, learning to understand 
others, working as part of a team, and 
experiencing new situations together with 
the rest of your year group. 

Seminars are organized and tutored by 
a dedicated faculty team and include a 
theoretical/academic component. 
All costs incurred by students participating 
in the seminars are covered by ICN 
Business School.

Student Associations are an integral part 
of the second year of the ICN Bachelor 
program. One day a week is left free for 
you to devote yourself to your project.

The Associations are a means of 
developing a professional mindset through 
practical experience: 
• taking on responsibilities, 
• working in a team, 
• campaigning for financial support, 
• managing a budget, 
• designing a communication
   strategy, etc.

Each project is mentored and graded by a 
member of the ICN faculty.



a hands-on 
teaching

program
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BUSINESS PROJECTS

Students who select the Business Project in their second year combine their studies with 
working in a company for at least one day a week.
This option either replaces or supplements the option of joining a Student Association.
The Business Project has the twofold advantage of allowing you to follow through 
a project or company assignment for a full academic year from September to April 
without disrupting your education, and offers the possibility of remuneration.

INTERNSHIPS  

Internships are a compulsory part of the program and are scheduled for the end of each 
academic year, with each one characterized by a well-defined objective (see pages 8 
and 9). One third of students opted to take the Business Project option in the 2016/2017 
academic year.

Over 100 companies attend the three forum events organized over the course of the 
year.

PARTNER COMPANIES AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERTS

Teaching on the third-year Professionalization modules is mainly delivered by 
professional experts from the ICN Bachelor program's partner companies.

" This year I was delighted to win the ICN 
Sales Challenge, an indispensable event 
organized by the ICN Concours Négo 
association. This event is the culmination 
of our sales technique lessons, whose 
practical sessions replicate the conditions 
of the contest itself.
I was really nervous as I awaited my turn, but when my time came I remained calm 
and gave a strong performance. I am sure this is what got me through to the all-
female final. The five finalists have to perform in front of the entire School, which is 
really intimidating. I kept my delivery natural, and this is probably why I won. I was 
lucky to win in the face of such stiff competition. The atmosphere during the final was 
chaotic and highly charged with emotion, especially because of the support offered by 
my fellow students.
Winning the contest was an unforgettable experience and it gave me a certain kudos, 
which almost certainly led to the internship offer I received.
This event will always be one of the highlights of my time at ICN."
 Margot, second year student

at school

LOGOS

in business

" ICN Business School is driven by 
three fundamental values that 
take on their full meaning with the 
Alliance Artem: open-mindedness, 
commitment and team spirit. At 
ICN, I not only gained commercial 
knowledge but also learned some 
French cultural rules. It is a good 
opportunity for me to develop my 
commercial expertise and to get to 
know French friends. ICN Business 
School is a “Grande Ecole” with an 
environment that is favorable to 
studies and that engages renowned 
professors. I have enjoyed my 
academic year at ICN. Many thanks 
to the friends and professors who 
helped me during my stay."
 XU Jing, third year student

REAL-LIFE SITUATIONS

• SALES CHALLENGE: prepares you for 
the largest Francophone sales contest, 
Les Négociales. Over two full days, you 
and your fellow students will prepare 
and conduct sales negotiations in front 
of a panel of professionals. Finalists get 
to compete in the Les Négociales sales 
contest, which is a springboard for your 
future career and a popular recruitment 
event among businesses.

• Marketing project and market research 
linked to issues faced by real companies: 
you will be tasked with setting up a study-
methodology which can be applied in real-
life situations (surveys or questionnaires) 
and presenting your recommendations.

• Economic research project with a mock 
business exercise.

• Advocacy exercise in front of a team of 
lawyers. 

• Participation in a student association or 
a business project.

• Information Technology projects: 
working in a group to design an app in a 
professional setting from start to finish.

• Oral examinations to assess reports 
or dissertations (held individually or as a 
group).

NETWORKING 
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH PROSPECTIVE 
EMPLOYERS 

Each year, ICN Business School organizes 
three forum events – including jointly 
organizing the Association of Metz 
Graduate Schools forum – which are 
attended by over 100 regional and 
national businesses who come to recruit 
their interns and future employees. 

Career guidance workshops are organized 
to help you with your applications (CV, 
covering letter, professional networking, 
etc.).
These events are excellent recruitment 
opportunities and offer you a chance to 
find an internship or job to match your 
ambitions and skills.
Ces forums, véritables sessions de 
recrutement, vous permettront de 
décrocher un stage ou un emploi en 
adéquation avec vos aspirations et vos 
compétences.

CAREERS AND INTERNSHIPS OFFICE

• Facilitates links between students and professional recruiters. 
• Responds to the needs of companies who demand total dedication and a 
  positive professional outlook from students.
• Organizes Company Forum events and advice workshops on a variety of 
  subjects: CV, covering letter, networking, interviews, internships abroad, etc.
• Supports students in their search for internships and jobs, by means of dedicated 
   resources such as the ICN’s Career Center, a website where students can create their
   own professional profile and employers can advertise their job and internship offers.

The Career Center also offers: a wealth of advice on preparing for an internship in 
France and abroad, how to apply, information on the legislation, and updates on the 
partner companies (their recruitment days, contests, etc.). 
Students can also access videos which offer presentations of various careers and 
companies, and provide information and guidance regarding their choice of sector and 
career.

Benjamin is a former ICN Bachelor 
SUP'EST student who graduated in 

2016 and is now in his second year 
of the ICN Master in Management 

program



" With its high-quality teaching and 
staff who are mindful of the student’s 
needs and open-minded, ICN is keen 
to encourage students to take the 
initiative, be creative and take risks. 
These are factors conducive to success 
and development for students who have 
come from a high-school environment that is likely to have been rigid and strict.
ICN allows innate talent to flourish. It also holds a mirror up to the students, so 
they can develop greater self-awareness, and identify, test and surpass their own 
limits. All this takes place in an academic environment which is supportive thanks to 
the very practical nature of the knowledge acquired, also facilitating the student’s 
immediate employment upon graduation. "
 Alexandre BEGARD, Graduate ICN Bachelor SUP’EST 1998
 Consumer Accounts Manager, CIC Est Bank

" When I decided to study in France, I started to look for both a general and 
international course of study that would allow me to gain knowledge in several domains 
before starting a specialization. This is why I chose the ICN Bachelor Sup’Est, which is 
one of the best Bachelor programs in France.
The thought of changing countries and cultures worried me greatly. I was especially 
afraid that I might not be able to integrate and that I’d constantly feel home sick. But 
Nancy is a student city and ICN is a school with a vast international scope, allowing me 
to meet loads of people of different nationalities, and thus facilitating my integration. 
I strongly recommend the Bachelor program to any student with a passion for  
interpersonal relationships and the international field."
 Maximilien Sarr, third year student
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your future after
the bachelor's degree

KEY ROLES OCCUPIED BY GRADUATES

JOBS BY SECTOR

Graduate jobs

ICT /
SERVICE

33% 12% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11%
COMMS/

ADVERTISING 
AGENCY

AUDITING/
CONSULTANCY/

RESEARCH 
FIRM

TRANSPORT OTHER 
SECTORS

BUSINESS/
DISTRI .

MEDIA /
ART /

CULTURE

our graduates and their careers!

ICN Bachelor SUP’EST graduates are much sought 
after by employers. Our graduates demonstrate 
an open-minded spirit, have strong persuasive 
skills, and an ability to adapt to different environ-
ments. They can put the technical, commercial, 
and people skills that they have learnt at ICN to 
good use. 

COMMUNICATION ASSISTANT
Designs, develops, and monitors communication activities. 

COMMERCIAL ASSISTANT
Develops and maintains a client portfolio to increase the company’s turnover.

BUSINESS MANAGER
Develops and manages customers in his/her sector both from a technical and 
commercial perspective.

BRAND MANAGER
Manages and develops branded goods: products, consistency of the range, 
communication, distribution, etc.

PROJECT MANAGER
Responsible for implementing the policy defined by his/her employer. Capable of 
recommending and managing policy, and designing and implementing programs, etc.

RECRUITMENT RESEARCHER
Involved in the initial stages of the recruitment process. Identifies, contacts, and 
preselects potential candidates (also known as HR research assistant, junior recruitment 
consultant, head hunter).

RECRUITMENT MANAGER/HR ASSISTANT
Within a company, the Recruitment Manager analyses the skills it requires and finds 
appropriate candidate profiles.

AREA MANAGER
Handles all sales, marketing, and stock issues for his/her company’s products at points 
of sales in their specific geographic area.

SALES PERSON
A sales person's main goal is to increase his/her company’s turnover by reaching sales 
targets. The sales person is an ambassador for their company and the products or brand 
that it sells. He/she acts as a point of contact between the company and its customers. 

CLIENT MANAGER
Manages and develops a portfolio of private clients by offering them advice, and by 
instigating and managing a range of personalized services, and referring his/her clients 
to specialist colleagues when necessary.

COMMERCIAL MANAGER
Manages and increases the selling of one or more product ranges. Launches sales 
activity, and manages and leads a sales team. 

COMMUNICATION MANAGER (internal / external)
Defines and implements the company’s above and below-the-line media strategy. In 
charge of promoting the company's corporate identify, its products, and achievements.

RETAIL MANAGER
Organizes, manages, and develops business operations at a point of sale while 
respecting the company’s overall sales strategy. Leads the sales teams, manages staff, 
and is responsible for increasing the store’s turnover.

Over 60% of graduates 
find employment abroad

 € 34,862

average gross starting 
salary + bonuses

Marketing / Sales 45%

Human resources  11%

Administration/Management/Finance/Accounting  33%

IT system research and development 11%

(employment survey 2017)

100% of 
graduates 

who entered 
the labour 

market after 
the ICN Bachelor 

SUP'EST found 
a job within six 

months
(Graduate employment survey 2017)



ICN BUSINESS SCHOOL PROGRAMS
FOR STUDENTS
• After a French baccalaureate high-school diploma (or equivalent): 
   ICN Bachelor SUP’EST
   Summer Program

• After a 2-year degree: 
  3rd year of ICN Bachelor SUP'EST (BBA)

• After a Bachelor's degree:
   Master in Management (MIM)
   ICN MSc in Marketing and Brand Management
   ICN MSc in Finance, Insurance and Risk Management
   ICN MSc in International Management - MIEX
   ICN MSc Management Numérique
   ICN MSc Logistique et Transport à l’International

Contact

International candidates
International Relations Office
+33 3 54 50 25 25 
studyabroad@icn-artem.com

 ICNBusinessSchool

 #icnbusinessschool

Informations non contractuelles et données à titre indicatif.
ICN se réserve le droit de faire évoluer ses programmes en fonction des besoins du marché et de ses propres innovations.
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